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Objectives

The session will illustrate through a case study the 
application of an exciting new approach to Project 
Management.  Agile Scrum emphasizes disciplined 
speed and flexibility in place of exhaustive planning. 
Though the approach has been popularized in IT 
companies, many other teams are starting to apply it 
to their projects, including the Life Insurance industry.

Objectives:

● Understand the basic concepts of Agile Scrum

● Hear a case study of an insurance company that 
uses Agile Scrum for product development projects

● Discuss how participants could deploy Agile Scrum 
in their own organizations
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Standard PM Methodology

● Standard Project 
Methodology
– WBS, Estimate, 

Risk, Schedule 
– Triple Constraints

● Waterfall 
Development
– Sequential 

Development
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Agile Scrum

● Agile Scrum is: a flexible project 
management framework based on the 
ability to iteratively adapt to rapidly 
changing customer requirements

● Agile Scrum is: a Rugby term…
● Agile Scrum is:

The team moving
the ball down 
the field together
as a single unit!
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A (Modified) Agile Manifesto

● Individuals and interactions over 
project management process and tools 

● Working designs with appropriate 
documentation (per compliance and/or 
regulatory requirements)

● Collaboration and involvement in 
prioritization instead of “us and them”

● Responding to change while following 
an overall high-level plan 

“We will only be 2 weeks wrong!”

Adapted from: © 2001, 
www.agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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Why Agile at The Principal?

● Linear project flow emphasized careful 
research, design, and documentation of 
requirements prior to development

● Handoff to development occurred at the 
“75% milestone” in design, but we were never 
really at 75% at that point!

● Post Production and Phase 2 were planned 
“rework” of functions that didn’t make it into 
the original design!

Prior product development process:
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Deployment Timeline - 2015
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Dec  - Jan Feb – Mar Apr – May Jun

Program & 
Backlog Prep

Launch

Training
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Interview Feedback and Quotes

“Agile will help us deliver more of the most 
critical business value, sooner.”

“We should be able to launch any time.”

“The 2-month delivery window impedes 
innovation.”

“We have ‘roller-coaster’ resourcing.”

“There’s a rift in priority between Product and 
Administration, and Agile will force us to 
manage our backlog.”

“We’re already using Implementation to flesh 
out our design.”
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Our Strategy

Drive improvements for the 
business to provide the flexibility 
to react, execute, and deliver upon 
the dynamic and fast changing

business needs
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Design Workshop

Purpose: Design how the agile methodology 
could be applied to Product development and 
how we could then pilot this approach. 

Deliverables:
• Define team structure and roles for Product 

agile pilot team.
• Define how Product work will be organized to 

meet batch deliveries.
• Determine how best to organize team 

members into a pilot.
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Workshop Objectives & Scope

Objectives Scope
In Scope:
• Product Calendar
• IT defined roles that are 

traditionally in our product 
projects

Out of Scope:
• Production Fixes
• Administration Efforts
• Helpdesk
• Changes to the Actuarial 

research and pricing work

• Determine how to manage the 
product calendar work 
through an agile team

• Define structure for an agile 
product team

• Number of teams
• Roles
• Skillsets 

• Get Product teams trained, up 
and running using agile 
methodology

• Determine best way to evolve 
existing concurrent product 
batch work in to agile

• Determine how to handle 
product “rate fluctuations”
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Pilot Scope - Product Process 
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Workshop

Day 1 Goal:  
• Design a framework for product development using 

agile concepts.  

Discussion points we worked through as a group 
were centered around:

• What does the “perfect” process look like?
• Why Agile?

Day 2 Goals:  
• Finalize framework design
• Finalize team structure; capture issues and 

roadblocks
• Determine pilot scope and transition plans 
• Plan for final review with sponsors within 3 weeks
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New PFG Life Scrum Team Structure

Scrum
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Scrum
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Scrum
Team1 Backlog

Backlog

Backlog
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New PFG Life Scrum Team Structure

Scrum
Team3

Scrum
Team2

Scrum
Team1 Backlog

Backlog

Backlog

Illustrations/Calc/Admin 

Illustrations/Calc/Admin

Admin (PGS)

Request as 
Needed:
-Architect
-DBA
-SME’s
-Vendors
-Ancillary system 
BA’s
-Ancillary system 
App Developers
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Transition from Waterfall to Agile
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Foundational Tenants of Agile

Visibility, Testing, and Adaptation
Basic Rules:
● Collaborative prioritization of features using 

“stories” that connect to the customer(s) needs
● Self-managed teams that own a product 

delivery, with “product owner” decision-maker
● Time-boxed, low-interference 2-week Sprints, 

with effort estimation and retrospective review
● Test-driven design: create the test and/or 

acceptance criteria before designing the 
product

● Self-disciplined adherence to ground-rules 
and collaborative norms
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Collaborative Norms Needed

Use of visual displays for coordination:
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Collaborative Norms Needed

Daily collaboration amongst team members
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Collaborative Norms Needed

Daily huddles (quick!) for scrum teams to coordinate 
cross-functionally
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Collaborative Norms Needed

Standard use of tracking / reporting software

Confluence
Business 

Requirement
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Benefits of Agile Development

Stakeholder Engagement:  
● Provides multiple opportunities for stakeholder and team 

engagement – before, during, and after each Sprint.  

● High degree of collaboration provides more opportunity for 
the team to understand the Business vision.

Transparency:  
● Provides a unique opportunity for stakeholders to be 

involved throughout the project, from prioritizing features to 
iteration planning and review sessions. 

Allows for Change:
● Because we plan for 2 weeks sprints, there is an opportunity 

to refine and reprioritize the overall product backlog.  

● New or changed backlog items can be planned for the next 
iteration, providing the opportunity to introduce changes 
within a few weeks.
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Benefits of Agile Development

Improves Quality:
● By breaking down the project into manageable units, the 

project team can focus on high-quality development, testing, 
and collaboration.  

● App Dev and QA work side by side.  By conducting tests and 
reviews during each iteration, defects are found and fixed 
quickly.

Higher team morale:
● Being part of a self-organizing, self-managing team allows 

people to be creative, innovative, and acknowledged for their 
expertise. 

● Scrum master removes impediments and shields the 
development team from external interference. 

● Working cross-functionally allows team members to learn 
new skills and to grow by teaching others.

● Cultivates a Culture of Innovation
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Interview Feedback and Quotes

“The Agile thing for us is going well – actually the 
product/admin ‘program’ seems to be running very 
well!! So everyone hit the mark on that!”

“People have started talking to each other rather than 
waiting on someone to deliver answers to them.”

“App Dev and QA really started to work together more and 
started breaking down some of that ‘Us vs. Them’ 
mentality.” 

“The transparency agile brings to what is really being 
worked on and the ability to pivot and work on other items 
quicker has been a big benefit.” 
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Interview Feedback and Quotes

“It is great to see IT work directly with our business 
partners and determine the best plan for implementation”

“When we stopped working on one of our Product projects 
earlier this year, we were able to react in a nimble fashion 
and put our resources on things important to the business.  
We got a ton of work done and really provided a lot of 
value.”

“As people are more involved in planning their own work, 
we have less of ‘we have always done it that way’ and 
more engagement in the process and what they are working 
on.”

“We are able to adapt a product along the way rather than 
having to rely (or go back and redo) product specifications 
that were developed at the beginning of the process”
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Discuss: Design & Structure Decisions

● Challenge paradigms!  What has to change?

● How to organize?  Draw a picture…

● How to apply the Agile guiderails?

● How to manage the “feature backlog”?

● How to dedicate resources?

● How to co-locate and/or use space?

● What new tools or capabilities do we need?

● How to do proof-of-concept or pilot?

● How to scale / integrate?

● How we might transition after piloting?

● How to apply Agile controls?
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Other Questions?

Presenters:

Annette Brommel
515-362-2302
Brommel.annette@principal.com

Dodd Starbird
303-809-5054 (mobile)
dodd@implementationpartners.com

Websites:

www.principal.com

www.implementationpartners.com


